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hensive publication from the archives of France, Russia, and
the other countries, which may be used to check and bal-
ance these German documents. Very recently, however,
similar admirable collections of documents have been, or
are being, officially issued: Austrio^Hungary's Foreign
Policy, 1908-1914; British Documents on the Origins oj the
War, 1898-1914; and the French Diplomatic Documents,
1871-1914.**
Professor Pribram's invaluable edition of The Secret
Treaties of Austria-Hungary, 1879-1914,** made possible
for the first time a satisfactory study of the Triple Alli-
ance treaties and their evolution from a purely defensive
system into one which was used for aggressive purposes by
Italy and Austria.
The Bolshevist Materials for the History of Franco-
Russian Relations from 1910 to 1914, mentioned above,
contains much of the correspondence between the Russian
Foreign Office and the Russian Embassy in Paris during the
four years before the War. It enables one to see how
Izvolski and Poincare were transforming the Franco-
Russian alliance from its originally defensive character into
a potentially aggressive combination to support Russian
ambitions in the Balkans. Much of this material has been
made easily accessible to Western readers in Rene Mar-
chand's Livre Noir.™ It has been further completed by
some five hundred additional letters and telegrams of
Izvolski's correspondence, which have been published in
of topically and in which the German editorial notes are omitted, is
now being published, and is discussed by F. Thimme in KSF, V, 897-907,
Sept., 1927.
64*For the full titles of these recent documentaiy publications, see
«0e.—U.A.," "BD." and "DJDJV' in the List of Abbreviations above.
fi5A. F. Pribram, Die politischen Geheimvertrdffe Oesteneich~Ungarns,
18794914, Vienna and Leipzig, 1920 (Eng. trans., ed. by A. C. Coolidge,
2 vols., Cambridge, Mass., 1920-22).
6a Un Livre Noir: Diplomatic tfAvant-Guerre d'Apres les Documents
des Archives Busses, ed. by R. Marchand, 2 vols., Paris, 192&-23.

